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OK. You get it. You’ve read all the reports, all the ROI

analyses, and you’re convinced that a corporate portal will not

only help your company save money but speed-up and improve

communications. Now, you’re faced with the challenge of choosing

the right portal vendor. Faced with dozens of companies offering

seemingly similar products, where do you begin? That’s where we

come in. Delivering a joint solution unmatched in the industry, IBM=

and Interwoven  have teamed-up to provide a proven, end-to-end

portal solution that includes software, hardware, services and

financing--in fact everything you need--in one Big Blue box.

IBM WebSphere  Portal Extend
You’re familiar with the mantra, “Get the right information to the right people at the right
time.” But in the real world, capitalizing on your digital and human assets is often easier
said than done. With your first-class portal site up-and-running, you can solve this problem
by providing simplified access to information, applications, and people, bringing together
all of your assets in one place.

Interwoven TeamPortalTM for IBM WebSphere Portal Family
The facts are simple. In order for your WebSphere Portal to succeed, the content that
feeds it must be reliable. Too often, portal content is irrelevant or outdated because it is
locked away in repository stores. To ensure the accuracy and relevance of your content,
you must be able to empower your portal users to collaborate on and interact with their
content before publishing. The challenge is compounded if you have thousands of
employees and multiple content repositories to manage. Enter Interwoven TeamPortal.
Interwoven TeamPortal is the industry-leading content platform that offers unmatched
collaborative functionality. With Interwoven at your side, you’re sure to realize your
portal’s full potential and achieve a speedy return on your portal investment.



IBM
Now that you have two industry-leading, tightly-integrated applications to create your
portal, all you need is a hardware platform to support it. Look no forther. IBM xSeriesTM

offers unparalleled price performance, reliability, availability, and serviceability. With
IBM xSeries, you can manage dynamic, unpredictable growth as well as the risks and
costs associated with your WebSphere Portal initiatives.

IBM Global Services
The people of IBM Global Services bring exceptional experience and resources to
WebSphere Portal initiatives. As portal experts, they help you build high-value portal
environments that provide fast access to multiple sources of information and knowledge.
They enable you to offer a higher degree of personalization and relevance to your portal
users than you thought possible. And, by taking advantage of their proven skills and
expertise, you can focus on what matters most -- the success of your core business.

IBM Global Financing
In today’s volatile economy, budget constraints and lack of capital can seem
overwhelming as you attempt to meet emerging market and competitive challenges.
With the assistance of IBM Global Financing, you can benefit from reduced costs,
simplified budgeting, credit preservation and flexibility. IBM Global Financing offers
competitive, flexible financing solutions for acquiring the hardware, software, and
services you need to get your portal up-and-running quickly.

For more information and to start your portal initiative now, please
e-mail ibm@interwoven.com or call 408.530.5728.
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